Portland Timbers/Portland Thorns
Lesson Plan Form
Coach:

Session date:

Theme:

Team/Age:

U7s

Session 3: Vision

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

Activity 1

COLOR TAG (10-15min)
With players moving
around freely in the penalty
box area, the coach calls a
color. Whoever is wearing
that color is it. He chases
and tags for 10 seconds. All
tagged players must stand
frozen for a count to be
taken.

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

RUN AWAY (15-20min)
groups of 5-6. One player
throws the ball in the air
and calls the name of one
of the others. The player
whose name is called runs
to get it and immediately
yells halt. Players freeze.
Player w/ the ball places it
on the ground and kicks it
until he hits another player.
That player is now catcher.

Key Coaching Points

-Movement
-Change speed, direction
-Observation

-Look quickly
-Don't forget to look at yourself

Progression:
-Play with a ball.

Discovery question:
-What did you do when you saw
someone wearing the color?

-Dribbling without looking at ball
-Using peripheral vision
-Quick looks

-Scanning and quick looks at ball
then people
-Slow down, learn to do it right
-Using all information around (ie
someone sitting on the ball what
information do they have?)

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 2

NUMBER DRIBBLE
(10-15min)
Have players dribble in a
grid. When players see
coach hold up some
fingers, they must sit and
hold up the same number
of fingers. The first one that
does this correctly becomes
coach.

Objectives

Click to insert session diagram

Progression
-Have someone trying to steal the
ball
-Only left foot/right foot
-Coach move around while holding
up fingers

-Reaction
-Think ahead, before the ball is
-Judgment
thrown as to where you might run.
-Awareness of people and obstacles
Discovery questions
Progression:
-How did you choose who to try
-Kids running away need to hop,
and kick the ball at?
skip, run backwards.
-When running away what did you
-Put some obstacles in the grid
do other than try and get far away?
(pugg goals, cones).

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

5v5
(20-25min)

Discovery question
-Why do we need to keep our head
up?
-When did you see someone else
with a number before the coach? Is
this ok? Why

Click to insert session diagram

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER:
The same discovery questions can
be used multiple times during
training and during future weeks
as some kids don't hear questions
the first time and repeating the
same points is important at this
age.
HOMEWORK:
Do 20 toe taps with your eyes open
and 20 with your eyes closed
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